
Municipal
Sustainability

A primer on municipal 
decarbonization efforts



What does an 
Office of 
Sustainability 
DO?

• Track and model emissions
• 500+ utility meters
• Fuel use of over 1,000 vehicles (gas, 

diesel, propane, CNG, electric)
• Research policy & best practices

• Urban Agriculture, Energy Savings 
Performance Contracting, Streetlight 
Retrofits, Adopting building codes, etc

• Track emissions trends
• Baseline year: 2005
• Operations inventories: Annually
• Community inventories: Every 3 years

• Work with partners to advance goals
• Collaborative grants (e.g. NGOs, UTK, 

LPCs, TVA)
• Collaborative capital investments (e.g. 

Community Solar, EV Charging)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a question we hear regularly.  <joking> Mostly from folks who are climate deniers…Today I’m going to talk about our office’s work.  I’m emphasizing the “OUR” Office of Sustainability because the field is extremely broad, and the focus and scope varies between city-to-city or company-to-company. That’s mainly because Sustainability is a giant bucket of concepts and work.  Everything from energy efficiency & electric vehicles, to sea level change & recycling programs, and pretty much everything in between.  Engineers have specialties, you’d hire a mechanical engineer for your HVAC, but you’d want a structural engineer for your foundation.  The most specificity we typically see amongst our field is between Mitigation vs Adaptation.  Mitigation being the work to reduce stressors or impactful activities, and adaptation (commonly referred to as resilience) being focused on adapting systems to the effects stressors.We work with other departments directly to gather information, track progress, and devise programmatic/policy changes that can reduce emissions.  The majority of our work focuses on municipal operations (our parks, offices, and vehicles).You’ll hear us refer to “greenhouse gas inventories” which are just digital ledgers of our activities (e.g. driving a car, powering buildings, etc) and their impacts.  We conduct operational inventories annually so we can be provide more relevant data on our efforts, and typically only conduct a community wide inventory every 3 years.  The community inventory requires a lot of assumptions and secondary sources of data that aren’t updated frequently enough for us to be able to conduct regularOur team works as an internal consultant and technical expert.  Typically, we focus on the big sources of emissions and how we can work with internal/external stakeholders to develop solutions to reduce those emissions.  Which leads me to…



Operational Emission Trends



Operational Emissions cont.
• 50% Buildings and outdoor 

lighting 
• LED streetlight retrofit reduced 

energy use 65%
• Efficiency investments reduced 

building energy approx. 26%
• 50% from Vehicles

• Investing in EV (bus and light duty)
• Adding workplace charging for 

employees



Community Emission Trends
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Community Emission Trends
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Major drivers

• Building sector reductions driven mostly by investments in low-
carbon production (TVA) and some efficiency gains

• Population growth and increased job opportunities in the area 
are driving emissions (per capita gains).

• Average vehicle in our area is 10 years old
• Manufacturer MPG efficiency hasn’t increased significantly in the last 

15-20 years
• Significant economic commercial investments leading to increases in 

square footage



Framing our priorities

1. Potential emission reduction
2. Length of time experts 

thought it would take to start
3. Potential community benefit / 

likeliness to advance positive 
equity outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you’ve looked through our work plan, this is how the strategies get displayed.  On the right hand side of the table, we use a very visual way to talk about impact.  Thanks to Dan in communications for helping us use more visual communications.The GREEN CLOUDS show how much potential greenhouse gas reduction can be achieved by achieving that priority.The YELLOW STOPWATCHES show about how long the technical experts felt it would take to achieve (generally, anything beyond the mid-point is greater than 5 years)The BLUE PEOPLE show the potential benefit to the individuals in the community by taking on that action.



Knoxville’s Priorities

Transportation
1. Expand bike/ped 

facilities
2. Make investments in 

public transit
3. Accelerate 

community adoption 
of EVs

4. Work with commercial 
fleets to transition

Buildings/Energy
1. Commercial and 

multifamily energy 
reduction

2. Residential energy 
reduction

3. Amplify opportunities to 
invest in renewables

4. Promote opportunistic 
thermal electrification

Waste
1. Commercial organic 

diversion
2. Increase recycling 

rate
3. Promote 

consumption-
reduction

4. Residential organic 
diversion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what did we come out of the process with?  A shorter than usual list of broad priorities.  These are ranked by the Equity Working Group which sent us a list of priorities that had the greatest Community Benefit, meaning doing that thing had the greatest impact to enrich the most disadvantaged (or the least amount of harm to disadvantaged).This lack of specific detail was a benefit to our day-to-day work.  These allow us enough interpretation to pursue these activities without needing to reconvene a group. Historically, the Sustainability team has had very specific work plan goals.  Unfortunately with very specific programs, they may require years of work to achieve and there may be no political appetite to pursue (or you may end up getting pre-empted at the State from chasing it).Really what we’re trying to position ourselves to do is harness or amplify various market forces in a few key sectors.  The how is dynamic: For example, we focus a lot of goal #3 of accelerating EV adoption.  We can’t afford to buy everyone a car, but we can work to address the #1 concern of hesitant owners—range anxiety—with more cost efficiency.  Throw in that we made our EV charging free in 2017, we’ve already seen folks moving their downtown parking passes to garages and buying a second family EV to take advantage.  Chipping away at the barriers bit by bit, we can create a more favorable economic environment over time.Our team asked the Climate Council to consider these sorts of broad, community-focused goals to give us the flexibility to pursue and avoid the need to reconvene a group on individual projects periodically. Generally, the Climate Council was very supportive.  At the outset, there were a few vocal individuals concerned with wanting to try to leverage the process to push our team and the administration on highly specific outcomes, but by the end of the year the group as a whole decided they preferred this approach.



National & Regional Commitments
(current)

• Carbon Disclosure Project
• Chicago Climate Charter
• Climate Mayors
• DOE Better Buildings Challenge 

(Goal Achiever in 2021)
• DOE Better Climate Challenge
• DOE Low-Carbon 2-year Pilot
• Drive Electric Tennessee & Drive 

Electric Smoky Mountains

• Global Covenant of Mayors (Paris 
Accord reporting & goal setting)

• Southeast Sustainability Directors 
Network

• TVA Connected Communities 
Steering Committee

• TVA Regional Energy Resource 
Council

• Urban Sustainability Directors 
Network



Thank you!

Brian Blackmon
Director, Office of Sustainability
bblackmon@knoxvilletn.gov
www.knoxvilletn.gov/sustainability

http://www.knoxvilletn.gov/sustainability
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